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Iowa

I kissed a boy from Iowa at three in the morning but we turned back the clocks that day; so did I kiss him at two or did we kiss for an hour longer than I thought we did? I miss him and sometimes I think that I will drive two thousand miles to him to say hello and kiss him again.

When I met him it was late; already too late so he sat me down and bluntly told me how lonely he was and that he wanted to fall in love but he didn’t have the time. It was the saddest thing I ever heard, next to a woman who was signing a receipt in New York City; buying a script for her next play and somberly saying, “this is the only part of my career in which anyone wants my autograph.”

I should’ve looked at the name of the script in her hand, so I could give her a standing ovation and ask for her John Hancock and make her day—her life. But I didn’t; and so I looked at Mr. Iowa and his furrowed brows and tired eyes and I kissed him in the snow right when the clocks turned, and I wish we could’ve saved the time.
THE LIGHT IN MURIEL RUKEYSER: CENTO

Late in the twentieth century
I can see past the church, the words of an ending line
And death holding my lifetime between great hands.
We all knew we had all crossed over when we heard the song
You will love everyone.
When we saw the water mystery of the lake
Road of the sun and the moon to
The stars your ancestors,
Fear, and form, and storm turned into light.
A moment of light achieved deep in the air of roses.
And finally
Obsessed by a single thing
It is true
This is the word:
Love.
My life is closing, my life is opening.
Make my poems for others unseen and unborn.

COLLECTION: THE SPEED OF DARKNESS
A ROSE FROM DENISE LEVERTOV: CENTO

What we desire travels with us,
The pebbles of past wishes peacefully under-water. Old desires
Still visible but
Abandoned.

Bells in her spirit
Filled with some other power
Singing its colors
Pausing only as if to meditate.

Our unused wings
Floating like bright snow
Into the ring of the dance
Up to remotest stars.

A voice from the dark called out
This is the way.
The poet waving farewell
Through death’s gated tunnel. A rose.
ANNE SEXTON'S TUNNEL: CENTO

I sit at my desk.
Leaving the page of the book carelessly open.
Why?
Well, death's been here.
The door opens.
Oh my God, help me.
How strange that you're so tender!

It is early afternoon
And before it was time.
Many have come to such a small crossroad
To catch the star off each ship.
My hunger was for Jesus—
My love.
Maybe Jesus knew my tunnel.

All that is new is telling the truth,
I said, and entered
Wrapped in robes
So that I might hear.
The music takes place in a grotto.
Oh! There is no translating.
O my hunger! My hunger.

I will go farther
And death, that old butcher, will bother me no more
ILLUSIONS

Something has grasped your shadow.
You can’t budge; no plan. Something toys
With your adored reflection.
You’ll have to give it up; set aside
What you don’t need.

Let go: Your mirror
No longer fits its frame: twist its rim;
Lean further out.

So much swirls below. You want to exit; forget.

But something has begun to surge
From the dust, the flux.

It’s your image! It ripples, spins.
Then, an awakening: It’s no likeness. It’s you
Soaring above the brine.

You’d leaned out further than expected; but rose
Instead of fell.

You dart and toss in the shape of your choice!
Just beyond, a breath away, a larger shape stirs.
You’re puzzled. What now?

It’s you, but isn’t; it’s there, but can’t be;
But is.

It’s a more perfect illusion;
Beyond it,
More.
IF FROM GREAT NATURE, OUR OWN ABYSS

The branches thinning.
Think Lavinia in Titus Andronicus.
Her tongue shucked from palate.

[velum]
A sense organ, a sensory nerve ending, an object.
My lines, her hands
shrink back to snow.

[a birch tree]
Becoming silence, the word becomes apparition

A voice hushed.
A word becomes
cocoon in the throat.

[verbs]
The line asks:
Are you hungry?
Are you clinging
to my neck?

My life writ in skin.

Cut off.

Not the shape but the water.

[container]
An eye unending.
The shape of a line, the surface area of it all.

Ecotone.

Logical.

Air-like.

The cold dark and fluid.

[a breath]
[a being]

Somehow containing the feeling of a feeling.
Something not death.

A thing:

Sub-dermal.

Sub-stratum.

Liquid.

Bone.

Some sort of love circuitry.

The line is the shore.
The line is a black-eyed mannequin,
a larger strangeness.

The break is night and I can taste it cooling,
breath on cheek and it is my blood,
tongue and voice becoming material.
My line is a set of gills in caesura.
A set of gills in air.
The moment between.

I want geography.
I want to know it in cycles.

I want to be Orpheus singing for a transvestite character.

Perhaps, 

Eurydice.

Perhaps,

buckshot.

The line is a sound hole.

The line is.

The line is.

The line is a rooster’s call waving in light.
My anguish, not his.
The line is a transformer sitting in a field somewhere:

An interval of relief.

The act or process of writing.

Successive values of speech becoming.

The innermost essential part,

the pith of a dead body.

The apparent boundary between earth.
The flesh of any animal that conveys fluid as blood
A small natural watercourse.

A fissure in midwinter resembling
The line is a thing surfacing.
The line is not a continuum

Think about an utterance,
the pause between breaths.

Think of it, a field turning memory.

A line swelling.

The line is ballooning back to wholeness.
The line is in ruins:

—a friend’s death
fathomless miles
a dream
a wanderer

The reader takes the white as silence.
ACT I, SCENE V

after Buson

He loves her best when he's not with her. He's happiest, he thinks, when he's alone. On those occasions, yes, he loves her dearly. But the thought of pouring poison in the porch of her ear haunts him. Unlike Claudius, not to saddle himself with someone else, but to escape the little day to day annoying conversation, the endless one-way talk. Does everyone's wife, he wonders, so go on and on? Gossiping and nattering about who knows what?: The neighbor kids; their friends' successes; some stranger's house; how everyone is somehow better than they, is such hot shit! Oh horrible! most horrible! Or could it be, he wonders, lonely now, that that's what love is?
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